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AFRICM INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC

T AND. PLANNING ■ ■

I. Origin of the project ,,

.1.:, Since its inception...the Economic Commission for Africa haa

- v had regularly on the agenda for its annual sessions the question of

j. .training,facilities..in. economic and social planning for African

":::..- :■ Sta-fe.es*;:- In pursuance of the. various resolutions adopted "by the

Commission, and in particular of.resolutions 16 and 17 (il), the

,,. Secretariat deoided to launch an "intensive programme of study and

training designed to meet the need for an increasing number of

economists, statisticians,' public administrators and managers of ,

"industry who are able to handle the. problems, and techniques of

■■_-.. ■ ,,l/
1 ,' development 'programming. t'-/ ■ - ' " ■ . ' .■■-".'" : ■■ ■ ■ ■-. :>■■■

; 2. At its third session? held from 7 to 18 February 1961, the

Commission noted with interest the Executive Secretary's -statement

that negotiations were in progress for'the establishment of an

economic and social development training, and research"'institute.

The latter will help the Afrioan countries in the applied'research

activities required for their economic development plans and thus

provicLe practical training for the African technicians associated

in its work, either in the various countries concerned or within

the institute itself.

-;. ■■$■„.... In this way was,: launched.the idea of an African planning

-. : institute, ..soon to .ba taken up by all the independent African

■: countries.? .w&ich submittGd to. the UN General. Assembly a draft

:■-...■ resolution (A/.C.a/L:,,27l/Rev.l), dated. 12 April 1961,. proposing

i the establishment in Africa of a development institute.

4. The fact that SOLA has already taken action on-similar lines

■: <■:■.:.-;:and .that ECAFELie preparing, to. do sot indicates that the same need

Report on third session of EGA.

■.Erogramme ..of Work and Priorities for 1961-62,
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is felt in the three- regions to establish".an institute for the

basic and further training of national planning staffs, Africa!s

peculiar situation may make1it still more urgently necessary to

. establish such'an'institutionj-whioh" can play ari essential .irole in

speeding up "economic and social progress in the African continent

and become a privileged instrument of internatiorialVtechnical

assistance and at "the same time a valuable'tool in the/hands of

the Economic Commission for Africa. M;; ■ -

;- 59-.j: There are..two major factors, in favour of'the'early "establish

ment of...an African development and planning institutes'

0 '(a) Th;e: plahnlng: idea is gaining ground, in. Africa, w4.#i;the

progressive advance of the African countries to independenoe and

.their leaders' assumption,.of responsibility for guiding their

:..-peoples towards, economic and social development. This trend towards

, -.planning,; whlcii is ■increasingly marked in less developed countrias,

;.is,;r:eadilv. understandable- In the first place, local private

..■oapxtal.is -in, most countries ..incapable t>y itself "of ■ensuring a

rapid growth.of.the economy; in t^e second, activities in the public

■.:;i..S9Ctor directed not only to the economic and social infras'truoture

.; (e.g... transport, and, education) but also to' productive branches

(agriculture and industry) ar© bound to expand"substantially,

precisely because private enterprise is proving unable to cope

with "those tasks. Lastly, asr<available;funds and'personnel are

''inadequate" to achieve the'mariy large-scale economic and-social

objectives set, governments are compelled to select shorts-term

targets'and tV distribute riatiorial .resourb-es\-in -.accordance with a'

scale'of priori^ie^?' which presupposes' chbiWs and-by. that very

-:':!;fact'-implies'" !the ■planning;-; idea*,.:■■ ,:...■■ ■: ._,. -!.. ;;..-,.,. -, ,.....,; t -

' ' (b) But,1' wnerTthe "young African'States decide'^o adopts this eco-

_.nomio planning policy, they come up against a serious difficulty:

shortage of' indigenous staff; trained ■ in";-^laiining-metH6asv;iand
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techniques. Few of the picked men trained in the past were trained

as eoonomists, fewer still as planners. Hence all African countries

'without exception now feel a pressing need to provide basic and

further "training jor''national planning personnel^ ■'For the moment,

training of varying quality is being given"'on the job, in'contact

with foreign experts and in very,;empirical^fasMon*. ^e'traittees .

; themselyes realize, the. Inadequacy of this empirical training and

the need for better-organized and more systematic training facilities.

6. :: The establishment of an.'African, development and planning

institute will therefore meet realneeds expressed by all;, the

...independent African countries t^at. sponsored,the resolution of 12

4pril .196X. : If ,it,'ls. to. meet,..these needs, the.proposed institute ■

must ] t.ake: account.; of- twp .factors: , .;;.,.. ; , _.= .

■ ■:i-'-the".-varia'tibnsi1!in.-the .stages-of; .development.reache$i£y the

■■'■■ ■'.-■ -'■■■Afri'baa-1-couftfcrie^ under;: the^impact ■ ofvvarying,natural and

"'" '' the special nature" o'i?" th;e ■development p^obTems1'facing the

African continent, which will entail original research for

;-'-- >■> -■-their- solution, .-as Africa'.cannot be content,;.with slavishly

-■■copying the techniques, and exper-i:enc-e. of ;tho other-..continents.

' " "In "that conhoxi"on,""tiie"":countrre:y"''of the'r.egion"- may bo divided

into three groups according to progress madein.^the^orga^ization

of ^planning activities.: . ... _ ■ ■".,„... r ;

■< '■'..'■■ (a) -.those. :withi a. planning body /that have, launched .a. real

■■ ■ - ■■ ■ .'■"development, plan.- with 'relative- success; ;_ ;.■> ;. ;■.-

(b)' those'"tliat have set up a planning body with'a view to

"launching an economic and; social development plans and

..- ,.(c) those.that are. still working on public expenditure

programmes covering several years.
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In view of these diverse situations, the institute must start

off in a very flexible and empirical manner, although its activities

may be expected to revolve around three poles: education, research

and advisory services, ' ' . '

vv Functions ;of,.the ..'institute... . ■ ■ . - ... ,..■ ■ ■-.

"7«""' ' The "Ifri'oa'n development and planning-Institute will function

wid&r^he''auspices1 of the Economic Commission for Africa, so close

■ relations will liaye,to "be arranged,.between it and the KCA Seoretar-

■• iat.. ".^ . ■ ■ r. ., -. ;■: -,b ■,.\o.,,i. „■■; " ;:..- ...-/ ;..--.. .'! .- ■.■:■■■-.

8, In an initial-phase' tho institute's "main, and priority, activity

will "be "training-and';;research directly related to teaching needs,

the aim "being to provide the African States fairly quickly with

the economic ,and social planning personnel they now lack. If?

."howeverj ■■■t^e;..training, given by the institute,,-.is., to answer real needs,

instruction must be based on the results..of new research into

present economic and social development conditions in the African

countries, ....

■."".■,; ■ Later., .when, the -institute.- has. won. its-:, spurs in 4bhe fields of

■ teaching and research.*- it may be expected to b.e in.a;. position to

offer advisory services in planning to governments requesting them*

9« ' It is generally admitted that a university education is

,..., inadequate as;-a- training, .for national planning personnel. Univer

sities are .■few.in, number.-in .Africa., and... most: o£ them are still .

marked by two characteristics that make them unfit to cope with

the. training of planners! (l) the instruction they give is often

purely theoretical, snct- (2) the tools they use in economic

analysis are those tised In the1 developed countr'ies :of Europe and

America. ■■■:■.*■■■.. '.■: ■:>->: ■-.. --^y-^y- ,-. .-■■■. .. v: •■■"x-u
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10. Moreover, the Conference of African University Rectors held

at Khartoum in December'i960 implicitly acknowledged the defects

of instruction in the economic sciences now given in Africa. Some

of the recommendations made by that Conference pave the way to

fruitful collaboration between the universities.and the future

African planning institute. Among these were:

: (a) that future university professors and public .officials

should be eligible for admission to training establish

ments enjoying international backing? ; ' . .-;

, (b) that consideration should be given to the establishment

. ... of a training centre,on the setting-up and evaluation of

- development projects for economists and technicians; and

(c) that a concrete research programme on economic and

related subjects, should be laid down for the African

universities and estimates made of the resources needed

to carry out the programme for which assistance would

be required,

-II, The establishment of an African development and planning

institute would be in line with the African; universities1

recommendations, particularly that stated in paragraph 10 (b) above.

The institute will not, however, be awarding diplomas, but train

ing men who can combine thought with action. This would provide

the officials in charge of economic development with practical

training to supplement their neoessarily academic university

education. Executive personnel would, in turn, receive the basic

theoretical training they may lack if they have not had the chance

.to attend a university. , ' :

12. The trainees that may be recruited by the. institute migjit

be graded in the following three categories:

(a) senior, officials serving in economic administrations

(planning, industry, trade, agriculture etc.);
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.. .(b) young officials .engaged, in planning work,, either .at

... . central, planning level or in., technical, departmentbj and

. :■. . ■,i\0') . .'students who are aiming, at posts in public or private

■. ■;■- . - ■ administrations 'connected with economic and social

■ . :.-j.T. ■•--■: .planning.v >.■■'■ i1 • ■"'• ■'■'! .-"■■■■ ■■: •: ■■ -: ■■■'■■■■

, Preference'for admission to the institute would "be given to

the-first; two .'of=■: these- oategori.es j -i.;e« -officials-engaged in

planning work, these "being the particular categories that must

be trained or perfected in planning techniques and methods.

13v.;> - The content of the instruction to "be given "by the institute

..was-t&e-siibject-of '.careful ■ study =.an&' of detailed recommendations

-by-.the-'£anel.: of Experts which :.m'et at Addis-Ababa from 4 to 7

.December 1961 (s/CFa14/(ESD/l8).., Throo types of course are proposed:

". ■ i '.(a) ". 9—month courses..on: planning tooliu£q.ussij-'-c"1'

(b) 3-month courses of two possible types': one on the methods

generally used in preparing plans (a general training co

course that might take the form of'direct preparation for

.■ ' ■ ■/....:■ .-the' 9*-mcath--planning ■ course) s the'other;on ^ome specific

■ -development- problem' of interest to a specific category

■;■ i ,. .of trainee (specialist training for officiars' unable to

.-.: .;-.■. , - take. ;the ■ 9--m'on^th planning course) | :and' ' ■' "■ ■■' '

" ' (c) seminars ' of a few "weeks1 duration for senior. officials

■■ ■ " ■""'"■ on subjects related to"speoific problems or techniques.

14* ^he number.,of courses cr seminars that can be hold- :eacit year

will depend on the effort, governments make to send itrain.ees^. to

the institutes An initial approach made to seven African govern

ments in November 1961 brought cut the interest of the countries

■tfonce:rried""in the project and thoir preference for courses

centralized at the institute proper. The interest and preference

/evinced1.should enooutage governments to strive :coritinuously to seek
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out and select candidates, in order to ensure fairly rapidly a

minimum total of some'15 for the 9-month course and of 30-40: for

the 3—month/one* J ' : ' ■ . '■ ■":: *■■■■■.-.-.

15, Should governments "be unablo through actual shortage of .

staff to free enough civil servants to take courses of a few months'

duration abroad, the institute would have to considor "bringing the

1 training facilities to. tho candidates by decentralizing its -activi

ties* out to the various countries, "indeed, decentralization would

have certain advantages? such as providing direct contact with

national planning staffs, who are keenly aware of the need to

perfect and develop their working methods, and giving institute

staffj by direct contact with countries^ concrete knowledge of the

human and technical problems that confront the African countries

in their economic development planninga Again, with the backing

of the existing African universities and training .'centres, ■

: decentralization of. the.institute's activities would result in

-.. Strengthening. inter-African co-operation while at the same time

stimulating national training activities* .. ■. .: ..

'- ;l6.v From the beginning the institute:"will- try :to instil in the

minds of all its trainees the-idea-that 'economic'development

planning is ah inter-disciplinary 'technique* ' Accordingly,'■■the

■:■'• economists' shouldftake elementary courses-in industrial and

■ 'agricultural^ technologyj' planners specializing xh one sector- or

another should be taught the essential principles of modern''

economics; public administrators should.have the opportunity, of

..^familiarizing, themselves with economics and. the elements of industrial

. ,-and,, agricultural, technology. In a wor-d? all .should acquire, knowledge

■ of., the. social aspects..ox development. They should also be: taught

.economic and. industrial statistics? and the use of economic,

statistics and accounts in the preparation of plans.

Apart from courses and sominars? organized study tours with a

view'to Investigating" dJevelopm'er-t projects on the1 spot would'.drive

:-h'ome in the: minds o'f ■all1-the'idea that planning requires-'1 coitLabora- .

tion between all disciplines.
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17. The -problem of -the' language or languages- to.be used\in"^
i

instruction deserves close attention,, The principle.must .be laid'

..down that? .like the .Commission, the institute shall have two,..official

■ . languages: French and Snglisiu . Thus, .only will it be true to its

;: ■■ i pan-African; mission of..bringing together ;traine.e,3...from... all. countries;

■ ..whatever their working language.} and accustoming .them to. study their

... . probl.emsr.against a^ multi-nati.orj.al "background* But the,, .difficulties

that; .w.il-^ arise in. practices when the institute has to run courses

with different linguistic groups? should not be underestimated.

. .Such difficulties simultaneous interpretation, cannot be. relied upon

,. i.to solva. It is therefore essential that the institute -have, at its

.;.disposal a .body of bilingual teachers, and arrange intensive..courses

-,.; ■ in .French and English for-.trainees, requiring them-,

B. ■■ He'searoh . ■ ■ ■■.'.■■■■ ' ■""' ■ ■" "■'■ ■-.; " ■

18. The training and advisory services provided by the institute

'will fully meet the specific needs of the African countries only

if based on the results of mew research into the economic develop-

■■-''■■ ment1 of^tijose countries-.1 It" is-impossible"' ever to -oVerstress Africa's

poverty an" facilities for research in-tc its own-, and parti-dularly

its^economicy-problems/■ Surveys and publications on economic

development^in Africa often emanate from research centres outside

■ Africa! "higher education in African economic problems -is actually

based -on such surveys and rrublioationE*- ' :- ■ "■ .■■" ' : ■'.'■:

19* Present research, facilities in Africa ara too scanty to sustain

the enthusiasm "of "the dedicated African researchers to be found here

and there; so th.a,t professors of economics at African universities

think it more worth while to maintain contacts with their colleagues

at European and American /universities than to indulge in meetings

. and exchanges in the region, .

:■ '■"■ 2-00-' The institute can bo a -not unimportant means of breaking down

!°' the isolation'in which African researchers and university workers
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through refresher courses, or discussion-groups: on, African topics,

and also.:provide-., a. link between the .few research .centres,..^. Africa

and the more important ones in Burope and America*. ■■Jn.:.;a.>word, the

African development and planning institute can and should occupy

a very special place in the organization and conduct of African

economic research, whether the latter is done inside or outside

Africa. . ..... . ...-"...

..21, ...■■.Put" in-.this ligh,t before, the universities and,, scientific

institutions..concerned with economic development..in the-African

countries, the project' may fbe- expected to■.win^the; active .support

o£the-.:various..national and international "bodies.in that category.

If, however, it is to answer the high hopes....the;African, countries

may repose in it? the institute must "bring a new spirit to African

research and adopt a work programme definitely directed to the

specific development problems of these countries. . . ..

22* Bringing ay.neW:. spirit, to .economic research. as;. applied,., to

African countries;.means., above all that.the.researchers must; approach

their task from.the point of view of genuinely national .economic

development, while at the same time not disregarding regional or

international affinities based on geography or history. Most of

the independent African countries are engaged in a dual strugglej

i,e. for their economic development and their economic liberation -

a struggle against internal under-development factors that demands

far-reaching structural reforms, and another against certain

dependency links with the former colonial powers'that are a hindrance

to these countries on their way. to balanced national development*

.. . ■ Accordingly> economic research .designed in the1 interest of

Africa will Lbe aimed .at two series. o£:i problems? ■. hq^jtcj..,overcome

internal .obstacles to...a rapid .and balanced; adyance-.of the national

eoonomyj and. how. to develop international economic relations the

...better to serve .the interests of the .African economies... ....
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...... These :twp,,sets of problems must ;"be taken, into consideration

_ when;.;fche: institute is working out and. implementing its .research

...projectss: only.,if ..that, is done will the projects/awaken real .interest

. in the Africans- . ■ ■..... . ■ .■.,■..■..-■■■.■....,,. ......

■-■23,; '-The second-condition .to be satisfied by the institute" as a

:'guiding iine'iii' its' research ■work; concerns the content of'1 its work

:-:programmei' The type of research undertaken, whether fundamental

or applied, must be such as will give a better insight into economic

. and social development problems-and methods in.an African country,

..In other words, the priority.studies and research activities ?o?

African countries that have opted for economic development through

planning are those which ..clarify the choices.-most urgent for a

; rational "development policy. ; -..:■..• . ■ :- " ..: ._/■;'

■--" There is no denying that the economic research done during the

..colonial'period-passed over many problems affecting tixe "internal

balanced development of the dependent countries:' economies,' The

.achievement'of independence by .these countries demands'a re-orienta

tion of economic.and- social research

■ ■ "■■■ The acceptance of this rule that research should be aimed at

■ satisfying planning needs ;will'result in the institute's having a

■ work programme that is original compared with- those of reseaToh

centres-established outside Africa,, and one that will produce results

■" of' which'.-full use- can be-made' by African countries in search of

solutions, for their'own specific problems. During 'its' initial yearss

with 'the object of working-up: the necessary^training'-'materiai, the

institute" will concentrate on comparative critical studies of

.- planning techniques' used:in'Africa? elaboration"methods, priorities?

,.,vconten^;...(investHientsj standards.;of * living.,.^.increases in productivityf

. production, and. employment). 5 critical ■ analysis, comparing projects

...and results5. conditions for implementing-plans and programmes (steps

v;taken, to .direct resouxces? credit,..subsidies and taxation, .guided

self-finahcingj. budgetary .reform, .^mobilisation of the under^employed

rural masses etc)•
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, 24«.-:.. .Research work should be regarded as essential to the establish

ment, of the institute's reputation and the development of its other

activities (training and advisory services). According to the

, recommendations of the Panel of Experts which met in December 1961

(E/CNa4/BSD/l8), one third of the institute staff's working time

should be devoted to research. Iiuring the first year, research will

in fact be the institute's main activity.

G. Advisory services ■.•'■ .-■-■■ ■ ■ .. ..■-■ . ■ -.,■■....■

25• "lit the present time several African countries are using the

services of sooietes d'etudes, which have sprang up iike mushrooms,

in preparing their plans and programmes. While a,few of these

societies have successfully performed their task,, there are many

that haye, .suffered severe setbacks.

:- The reason for the setbacks has been that those in charge of

^planning have too often proved unable to specify the precise, field

of aotivity of the societies and-that, as a result, the latter have

tried to replace the national bodies in framing plans.

Ok the other hand, the occasional successes recorded have

occurred in,countries where the sooietes d'etudes have been ..combined

with.the national planning bodies or have restricted, themselves to

:making, not general studies, but.special studies ;on-specificsubjects

■which the government services were-unable to carry out.(agricultural,

industrial or consumption surveys, or studies of specifio.p^pjeots),

::■.-:■ It is, impossible .ever to ov.erstress.;-tlie ^olitiQal/inature of

eVeryVtype ; of ■ planningj.reven of. .the liberal :sor.i;j-,;,wjiipii ^impiies the

active and guiding .participation of those in charge rat ,the-.national

level :iwhen-:wayfi and means .of .development./have .to; be worked out.

technical assistance, in the form of■ provision Qfrexperts or

societes d'etudes, can play its full role only within the framework

of a national organization that knows what it wants and also can

express it.in precise terms to the technical assistants.
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"26. " : Bilateral or international technical assistance' experts are

faced'with, the a^a;^ffim]lf,T'ag the societes d' etudes; their

''mission is not always clearly enough defined to permit of a proper

evaluation of the results, or even the usefulness, of their work.

"The failure to"' adapt technical assistance to National planning

structures results in depreciation of■"'th'e'very idea of technical

assistances which has: in many cases betrayed'the hopes.reposed in

it by the newly independent States. The point here isnot *°

apportion blame, which is probably divided,, but .to note a flaw that

must be^r-emedied,. . . ._ ., ,.,.. .. .-. ;.:,.f ■ . ..-....,..

>$%<& The -institute's .advisory .seryices...-should tend to...improve the

■:■ situation ..in this sphere.--" ■■ ■■"■■' ''.'■.."■./ ov,. ■ ■ ■■ .'.■*'.■.->;■::

(a) Primarily, from the instruction given and research dbn;e the

■■.institute ^11 acauire.practical knowledge-vof local circumstances

and the factors spelling sucoess in planning activities.(country-wide

desire for -economic growth, supply of adequately trained;;personnel,

availability of minimum statistical data etc) and of the obstacles

.in. the,way.of ..planning policy. . .

■;('b}. 'Given such knowledge of local circumstances, the institute

.-will-.be in a position to advise governments on the type of and degree

,. of .:$#iwiity to accord to activities, designed-.to. launch or strengthen

the planning;effort, and on the kind of technical assistanoe-to

;recLuest .■ : ■ ■ ■ " := .■■■■ ' - - ■ ■■■ ■ '"- ■ ■ ^

(0) - Therefore? in'the-context of deoen*raliz&ti;Qn,\of UH technical

. .■.•..assistance-.-activities, which ■ will^increaae.: the -responsib^Uties of

■■■regional economic- commissions^ . the 'Executive-Secretary,;-of. SCA

Bp thednstitute.? not only: to keep him informed of .countries'

resl-teohnioal assistance:needs, but also--to .supply governments with

^advisory services. ■ r';..' ■ ,,:■-■■:■ ■' " ■ '■ ■■_■. '.. i'i!:',;-'--'

2&\' ' Apart from its possible role as' go-between and adviser to

governments,'iiie institute can also ■provide' the latter with experts
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either drawn from its permanent staff ^pr specially recruited,,-

internationally, rThese experts oan, according to speciality, carry

out study missions on, precise subjects like the experts, of the..

societes d1etudes (national accounts, preparation and supervision,

of agricultural or .industrial, surveysb to be carried, out by iD/Cal

personnel, study of specific projects, etc..).. .,...:. .: .- = =..■■..•.'>-'.:■.■

/ ,-..1,,::.25..» ::.,.-.There' -Is no-.-question..;of: ^presumptively -systematizing the :

■work falling, .on the.anstitut.e'.s ..advisory '-services'," '■■ As in the base

of ins,,tj;u;Gtion .and: graining, the^.institute will have to-:proceed

experimentally, trying one approach,after another, until the most

appropriate and most effective methods emerge. As .a .non-profit-

making organ, the institute will avoid embarking on any study that

' e .v.has:'nbt-^great cHancG Of b;eing- fully utilized by governments.. The

■'^.r-golden^aie-'f-br'the advisor^'services'would be to fit "its activities

iriijo'natio:rial-'pianning-structures," where they exist, or to.help

countries\to--'set 'up' or to strengthen their'.planning body,

III. Organisation of. the institute - .... ,.=.-.-.*■'-.-i"

A* Stages,-■of growth -..of ..the institute

30. It is" proposed' to. submit the' project to the United Nations

.Special Fund in December 1:962 witii a view' to its financing.. Some

aotivitieS'-bould"nevertheless "be-in as early as July 196.2. On that

:.'.date irhe'director of' t-ne institute should be appointed and two or

three-^xper-ts-^ecrultedV this' small staff would concentrate, on..-

■working- out-detailed organisational plans for "the institute and

making preparations for its initial activities, and in particular

the graining-cousesv ;Jn "other .wor.ds3- a period 'bf research -and

planning (collection of teaching materials, :pfeparatidn of courses,

enrolment, of tr.ain-e.ea .and.^-e&ruitment^ of staff) should precede

actual coming into operation of the institute, which might-occur"

in the first half of 1S>63. .. . -• ■ ,

31V After the .project .is approved-by -the Special -Fund and :

of the institute fixed, the institute's activities will expand
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. progressively with its growing .staff 5 which might reach a total of

25 in theV-fifjbh year. A development chart of the institute's

activities over the first £ive years was suggested/by the Panel, of

E^e^ts at its December 196l:.meei;ing (e/ceF.14/eSI>/i8)■„ Therform

given that chart was based on two factors: (l) the heed for

preliminary research towards the preparation of the training courses,

and (2) previous recruitment of highly qualified staff as the, actual

foundation for the institute's future reputation. Hence the, at

first sight, apparently modest number of activities shown on the

: chart for the f:!.rst five years. . } -

, 'By Eeoruitment of staff ..'■"■ J

32. The institute will have to reoruit, besides the administrative

staff required to run it, the permanent, semi-permanent or temporary

technical- staff responsible for training, research and advisory

activities,; At the present stage of studies on the project, it

seems premature to draw up an "organigramme" for. the instituted

departments, especially so long as the broad lines of the training

and research programmes have not been laid down, ETevertheless, as

a first step, consideration couj-d be given to the establishment of

a few specialised units on, for example, general planning, agricul

ture, industry and energy, transport and communications, education

and social Services, labour and vocational training, investment and

budget, administrative organization for development, and economic

statistics and accounts* These units could subsequently be added

':to :as'the institute's activities'expand,

The principle will be established that all members of eaoh

.specialized unit will devote themselves to the institute's three

.activities (training, research and advisory services), each in his

own field, ." : . ■ ' ■

33. The seven African governments consulted in. November 196I

unanimously recommended that the institute be equipped with a very
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..Highly qualified staff and that as larg.e,^a; number of Africans as

...possible ."be bright-in. Only thus, indeed, ,will African.officials

and-.students be -attracted .in .numbers- to- th.e institute-,... Tfthich .should

:.-;for that reason hasten to. acquire, an- .international, reputation.

But the recruitment of specialists in--development-and planning

quesiiiohs will be very difficulty because they'are hot'very numerous

' bh'the international market 'and are being sought everywhere:'for

'existing' or future 'development institutes. The Executive'. Secretary

therefore intends to establish contact as1 soon as possible with

those experts and eminent persons who can give .their, full—time or

temporary support to the project.

regards training activities in. particular,, ^ha....experts or

-recruited, may be classified in-three categories;

;. ■-. : (a); very.1 highly-qualified lecturers, or. experts, to teach on

.. ....; '.- economic development, general planning techniques,, ..

.. ;. .- . sectoral programming and specialities related to. planning

,-,...:. .. .. (financing, administrative organization, statistios.-and

. ■■■ national accounts- etc*)) ■ <■.-,;■-■:

(b) assistant lecturers or experts for each of the' main-

■ -■ ■' courses, who should preferably be recruited among African

university men or officials, who might be offered'medium-

..; . . .term contracts; and . . .:

(c) visiting1lecturers invited to give short courses in their

■ ■■"■-' -speciality, selected on a very wide geographical basis

■so as to give the institute an international reputation.

35., Before undertaking their training courses; the institute's

permanent and semi—permanent staff would be asked to devote

themselves in African countries to research with a view tc evaluat

ing, criticizing and comparing the planning techniques and methods

used there. The staff of the ECA Secretariat could also make a

considerable contribution to this indispensable research.



36." Once in a position to operate on a fairly wid^ scale, the

institute's advisory services' might be organised on the lihes'of

the "advisory groups" that have made their name in Latin1America.

These' services would he composed of institute experts" with practical

...talents, :aware of African realities and capable "'of." team-work to a

■ co-ordinated.'plan. Acting' as-" they "will not ..only at. the..request of

governments ?' these experts will constantly fluctuate in number,

..the possibly modest total of the early years .growing progressively

■ ■ &&• the:'requests coming in:. from countries increase, -.:.".;-.

G* External relations cf.tVo institute ' " ■

37, The Institute will have to be effectively assisted by all

national or international bodies interested in the economic develop

ment of "Africa until such time'' as it has attained maturity.

38. The African countries should above all provide the moral

support 'required to launch the institute > without prejudice to any

contribution they may make to the project, This nibral support

should' take the practical form/ not only of sponsorship of the

project by the African' countries when: it Is submitted to the

Special Fund? but also of active, and' continuous participation in

the. institute's activities*: In that connexion? the.following

suggestions ;might be made- -"....■ ■ ' ' :. '■:■"■''■■ ■'■■■■ ■

(a) ^hat the economic and social research "centres and the

training centres for economic development established

■; ■-■ in Africa .should be affiliated- to the ^institute* which

' would consider.them- as its..local .correspondents, - Where

such'affiliation is accepted by both parties, it will

entail the .obligation to ,exchange information ..on work done

and the institute's option to finance local .research or

training activities initiated by an affiliated centre.
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(b) That a board of studies should be set up at the institute

whose main task would be to advise the director of the

7institute..on curricula," and which might comprise, together

.. with representatives of the ECA Secretariat, directors of

planning and directors of research centres in the African

countries and a few teachers or research workers~selected

for their African experience.

"' (cf "That ■'■the■■i^stitute;;^^'d'''Bul)mlt---an''-^nxia3.--'ieipd*1t on its

'•■■ ■■■:-aotivitie&-"to-the.."C6nffiii;ssi6n:to .keep'-the-latter informed

:-.and-

39, The international organizationi^&«6&l

specialized ageacies>^^a;nternatt6nal^Bank;/and-L.M6ne.tar^>Pund).^should

'■alsb-ie3cpr-es&"'their.^n^er-est in^theoproge^ by■ende^iroiiringoto

of

ai-mewcdepartment to

of 'dev-elbptnent^plans.:^ Thexins^itute. should-.there-

maintains tsontact with the^-Bankin- order-to o"bviate.;:any0possible

overla&ipiiig'inv -bhis.'field.:''Moreover, in the context of dec.entral—

"ization of United^Nations".'technical'assistance^ the insti-tute can

■supervise^-the aettvi'ties-of ^the exp.erts seconded .to. planning bodies

in African countries and advise on requests for-teohnicsalvassistance

for economic development in these countries. All these problems

'regarding the co-ordination of the technical assistance activities

of1 the international" organisations" miglirfc"be discussed at the Com

mission's'next'session,' with'"a'view to s^fengtHening the regional

oo—ordination of 'international^'ac

40, Lastlys the institute wiliU.&fi-j-.palled uppn-:.;,to--maintain;regular

relations with national agencies outside Africa that are interested
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in Africans economic vpr'obieftis (research centres, training institutes,

foundations etc.), At1;a recent meeting jof directors of develop

ment institutes in countries rilembers of the OECD, held at The

Haguej it was suggested1 that institutes in developed countries

act as patrons to thoseain developing countries, A better idea

would be to seek to promote co~opera$iori between these two types

;. ofjinstitute, the former contributing their experience in training

_ .and research and the latter more practical knowledge of circum

stances, and conditions.in.the under-developed economies.

£- Site of the project

;- acknp.vj,e^ed;vyhat pips e., contacts should ;be established, between

%-Q .it ancLf/fefcue ||CAfSeQr,etaria.t?.. especially^ in^ the early years,, since

■r :T^he,;.instit^i;e KiJljL f n.ejscl regular technical support from the-various

04. .; ,$ec&fons of. the Secretarial. Such, contacts, would be .more Readily

assure.d if .the institute was set up at the Commissions, headquarters

„..,.,,. or in., one of the African capitals selected as headquarters.for the

.,--:Ai ,, Comi?iissi.on's sub-r-r^gional .offices... On .the. other\hand, account will

_!..,,..,..have to be taken, pf P-ther criteria in selecting a sitej such as

. the...environmental'. criterion that the institute should be, .located

... : ;■ ,.. in. .a oountry possessing.-both a..dynamic, university and structures

v%.... favourable to. .planning,., ■....-./;■ : :-. ■ ■ " " ■ ^- ''..:

If a compromise" might be' "jfound between' these two requirements t

if,the institute's initial."tasks (repruitmeht of staffj preparation

'of training and' r'eseartjn\programmes:,"■ etc.')"'were'1 tmdertaken1' at

"W'k headquarters "and the ^institute's permanent headqu&r'te'rs' were

later sited in an kfrxcari' capiJtal''with 'a climate^favbtira^ie to

)f its
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IV, Conclusion

4.2... Certain questions (listed below) have 'been raised in this

document on which it would be useful to collate" the" comments

of members of the Working Party, ' These comments'will assist

^ne:'&ecr:etar£a't"' £rFp\irsuing- its'study^of the "project with::'due

- regard to the needs 'aii'd'wishes ■'e2:pr'essed: by those/'responsible

for planning in Africa„

Important questions

a) Tfihat precise types of development plans or programmes are

now under preparation or being carried out in your country?

b) Number, qualifications and origins of national officials

or foreign experts now engaged in planning work, whether

in central organs or specialized departments?

c) Prospects of expanding the staffs of planning services

over the next five years?

d) Is there in your country a training programme for economist/

planners? How many persons are under training and what

are the curricula?

e) Number and qualifications of trainees (officials, students)

likely to be nominated by your country to take the institute's

(3-month or 9—month) training courses?

f) Type and scope of training activities that might be arranged

in your country by the institute as "decentralized acti

vities"? Local facilities available and contribution

expected of the institute?

g) Should.research on planning techniques and methods be

carried out in your country by the institute, what type

and duration of work programme would you suggest?
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V) What economic and social research centres in your ,country

■.might-he affiliated to 't'he instituted - Banie question, for

economic and social development training centres'.;,

i) ■■■"' "p.^Aand on, w]aat. lines might. the, ..institute \s ^advisory

:■:■;, ■ services assist in..your country? . .. _. • _:i...:! _.. ;...,...,...


